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OFFSHORE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
by Sarah Felicfano, St. Joseph High School

ABSTRACT

The source of petroleum has become anational and even

world wide concern. Petroleum has become a major concern

for the United States today due to rising prices, for the

cost per barrel. It furnishes the energy needed to supply

the families and the business areas around toe country, and

also the refineries to produce it and sell it to various

market places.

The offshore petroleum industry invades the recovery,

processing and the delivery to market of the offshore oil

wh ch is located in some geologic structures of the conti-

nental shelf.



Offshore Fetroleum Industry

Nore than half of the fuel energy used in the world to-

day is obtained from oil and natural gas, which is usually

found with oil in the earth. More than two-thirds of fuel

energy comes from orl and natural gas in the United States.

These sources are important, but outside of this industry

few people are aware of and are the basic facts of oil.

The Qil Recovery System is the mining processing and

delivery to market of offshore oil located in the geologic

structures of the continental shelf in selected areas of the

world for the U.S. or world markets. System 8 for the re-

covery process is the recovery, processing and delivery to

market of offshore oil which is located o.. the deep ocean

structures about 6,000 feet or greater in selected areas of

the world for selected. U.S. markets.

The recovery, delivery and processing of ten million

barrels per year on the continental shelf of California pro-

vides delivery to markets with cost price no greater than

$9.50 a barrel. In California the most important resources

are building materials and oil. The putput of oi; has risen

to over 50 million tons. California is the third zn the

United States for oil. The chief drilling areas are in the

Southern part of Central Valley and in Los Angeles basin

where Signal Hill is still covered with derricks. New wells
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are being drilled off the shore at Santa Barbara and, Long

Beach.

Falling water is another source of part of the energy

man employs, but most energy comes in chemical form. These

materials are generally classified as fuels.

petroleum fuel, also called oil is »o liquid mineral

which consists of a mixture of numerous hydrocarbons, oxygen,

nitrogen and sulphur. It occurs in underground formations

sealed over by strata. Zn some areas, the seals are not

perfect and so oil seeps to the surface.

Oil was first tapped at its source. The oil industry

has made a rapid expansion since the invention of the com-

bustion engine and its application in the development of

the automobile and airplane. lt has also increased farther

by the convenience of using oil in place of coal for heating

and raising steam.

The entire increase in energy consumption in the world

has been met by oil, gas, and coal. The use of energy will

continue to grow and that of oil and gas will provide an

increasingly large part of the total supply demand.

The great importance of oil arises not only from its

large contribution to the total energy supply but also from

its roie as the liquid energy sourve and its versatility as

a raw m~terial ~

Oil has made it possible for cars  automobiles!, air-

planes, trucks and tractors to maintain function. Ocean-



going ship now burn oil. An oli-driven ship can travel far-

ther without xefueling than a similar ship using coal.

Burned under the boilers of central stations, heavy

fuel oil produces steam to turn yhe generatox s from which

electricity flows to give machines power in factories, give

homes and streets light, and to operate all other electx ical

equipment.

In the United States about ninety percent of the crude

oil is sent to refineries to be made into fuels. The othex'

ten percent is used for such things as lubricants, solvents

and asphalt. Total energy from petroleum fuel is enormous

and is a principal factor in the mastery ovex' time, space

and environment that has been achieved by man already.

Oil formation animals is a result of billions of

years of decayed settling to the sea bottom which mingled

with decaying vegetable matter and fine silts washed from

river beds. This is the raw material from which crude

petroleum started. All during this time dead organic matter

was being transformed into petroleum and gas. Sediments

continued to settle in the sea floor and were compacted

into rock formation. Drops of newly formed oil and. tiny

bubbles of gas began to squeeze out of the muds in which

generated into porous rocks near to either limestones or

sandstones.

Resources include: I! oil already produced 2! proved

reserves 3! oil awaiting recovery by some improved production
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methods and 4! oil which is yet to be discovered.

In early times, oil was used by men as an ointment, for

waterproofing or just to make tor'ches by dipping reeds and

twi s on it. Crude oil skimmed. fram ponds was processed by

primitive methods to make a product called kerosene.

New petroleum must be constantly found to replace that

which has been used and to meet enlarding demands. The oil

industry is a search that will never end. Sometimes great

difficulties must be to overcame to find oil, bring to sur-

face and transport it to refiner'ies and markets.

«Offshore drilling provides many illustrations of the

fact that obtaining oil still presents many physical diffi-

culties" ~ ~

«The petroleum industry has been a leader in applying

science to business". All major oil companies and smaller«2

ones have large number of chemists, physicists, engineers

and technicians on their staff.

Petroleum research is largely responsible for the great

rubber industry. This industry is continuing to grow and

expanding throughout the United States.

Oil is the vehicle or active ingredient of numerous

sprays that have bhen used in agriculture. Et's sprays

keep herds healthy, kill orchard pests, retar'd budding and

guard against losses from frost. From this oil has come

household and industrial detergents.

«Oil companies range through all sizes«,~ each company
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a part of the total economic activity. Large organizations

undertake mass production, mass distribution and developments.

The oil business includes brokers, speciality companies

supply and servicing companies. Brokers buy and sell oil.

Speciality companies blend and sell oil products, chieftly

lubricating oils and greases.

The oil business will expand and continue to grow rapidly.

prices to buy oil from other countries will increase and

there is also a danger of oil leekages occuring.

My opinion is that the petroleum industry will always

remain productive and behighly useful for the United States.

Petroleum helps us to run our cars, lights stoves for cooking

and many other important uses in the world today.

The future of offshore ocean mining will increase very

'highly and will have a very high demand for the world. today.

Ve the people of the United States will look upon oil as our

major resource. Mining too will have a high demand. There

will be more deep ocean drilling to see how much more oil

will be found.

Schackke, Stewart, Oil For The World~  New York:
Harper and Brothers Publis ers, pi 60.

ibid., p. 91 '

~ ibid., p. 60.
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OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION: AN UPOATE
by Annette Oishi, Pahoa High School

ABSTRACT

Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion  OPEC!, now a

familiar set of words to Hawaii residents has

developed its potential greatly in Hawaii over

the past four years. This potential has increased

due to OTEC projects being designed and even being

completed in the state of Hawaii ~
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INTRODUCTION

Alternate energy sources have been looked into more lately because

of the decrease in our energy producing resources such as oil. One of

which is a type of solar energy called Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion

 Vl'EC! ~ This source of' energy calls for conditions that make Hawaii a

suitable site for such projects.

Zn my paper, Z have researched on the general OPEC process, future

projects such as the Seacoast Test Facility and OPEC-1, and the present

experimental Nini-OTEC project at Ke-ahole Point in Kona.

RESULTS OF RESEARCH

The OTEC Process

Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion is a system in which electricity is

generated from the ocean. A significant temperature gradient of surface

water at about 70 to 85 degrees Fahrenheit and water below the 2000 feet

depth at 40 degrees Fahrenheit or less is needed. A temperature differ-

ence of 35 to 40 degrees Fahrenheit is required between the surface and

the depths. This temperature difference between the warm. surface water

and the cool deeper water determines the efficiency of an OTEC system.

One concept of OTEC is the closed-cycle system. It was developed

by William John Nacquorn Rankine and is known as the Rankine cycle, In

this cycle, heat exchangers play an integral part. A fluid such as

ammonia is heated in an evaporator by warm ocean surfac~" waters The
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heating process turns t+ liquid ammonia, which has a very low boiling

point, to vapor and the vapor drives an electricity-producing turbine

generator. The vapor then passes into a condenser where it is cooled by

deep cold ocean water pumped up from a depth of about two thousand feet

below the surface The cooling process turns the vaoor back to liquid,

the liquid is sent to the evaporator, and the cycle, now completed,

begins anew. The evaporator and the condenser in an OTEC system are

heat exchangers, which permit heat to be transferred between the ocean

water and the liquid, either heating or cooling the ammonia
1

The efficiency of a closed-cycle system will not exceed one to two

percent. This is low, compared to the thirty-five to forty percent

of a steam turbine power plant However, the fuel is free and practi-

cally inexhaustibel in this system.

Ke-ahole Point

Hawaii has become greatly involved in the development of AZTEC acti-

vities Ke-ahorse Point in Kona was chosen as the site to conduct these

activities. Ke-ahole Point offers excellent water mass propertIes,

bathymetry profiles, favorable weather conditions, high annual solar

radiation, accessibility to tranportation, personnel support, nearby

public works, land availability and technical and industrial support.

These factors make it ideal for both land-based and sea based testing.
2

Hawaii Natural Ener Xnstitute's 1978 Annual Re rt, p 15

2 Hawaii Natural Ener Xnstitute's 1978 Annual Re rt, p.16,
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Pr ress of OTEC Plans

At the end of last year~ an OTEC-7, project was contracted to

Global Marine Development Co by the U.S, Department of Energy These

contractors are expected to "design, fabricate, convert/modify, assemble,

test deploy, manage, and operate" OTEC-'1 ~ This N2 ~ 7 million project

involves the conversion of a government owned T-2 tanker into a test

platform, The tanker had been selected because of lower technical risks

as compared to the original concept oF converting the famous Hughes Corp.

Mining Barge. The floating platform will be moored 18 miles northwest

of Ke-ahole Point to begin the testing phase. The tests will concentrate

on the thermal performance of one megawatt heat exchangers, methods to

prevent and remove corrosion, and the formation of biofouling. Cold

water is to be brought to the surface through three 48-inch polyethylene

pipes to a depth of 2,300 feet from the platform Zt is expected to take

18 months to complete and an expected three years in operation, starting
t

in early 1980.

Another project is the Seacoast Test Facility  STF! to be built at

the Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii  NELH! ~ NEIH is expected to be the

focal point for a diverse OTEC testing program over the next ten years.

This onshore research and development laboratory is estimated to cost

about 46.5 million. Studies and experiments on cleaning, biofouling and

corrosion of heat exchangers, as well as system component testing and

evaluation will aIso be conducted there. Researchers will have an

opportunity to simulate the actual conditions which future OTEC systems

3
will be likely to encounter. STF will consist of an onshore laboratory,
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an administration structure, and electronic and machine shops. Zt will

be able to pump deep cold water to the on-shore laboratory at a rate of

6,400 gallons per minute and warm water at, a rate of 9,600 gallons per

minute The warm water pipes will be positioned approximately a 100 ft.

below the ocean's surface And the cold water will be pumped through

a 28-inch polyethylene pipe extending one mile from the shore A ten-

year research program is planned for the facility

The Mini-OTEC project which successfully concluded in December

'1979 was stationed one mile off Ke-ahole Point  near the NEI8! This

modern operational OTEC system was the world's first ocean-based OTEC

system to generate more power than it consumed On August 4, 1979, the

project generated up to a sufficient 52 kilowatts within the first six

hour test. Forty kilowatts were used to operate the plant rathex then

transmitting it to shore. The remaining 22 kilowatts were used for

running test and measurement equipment. As mentioned before, the four

month testing and operational project was a success. The experiment was

financed by the State and County of Hawaii, Lockheed Missles and Space

Company and Dillingham Corp

3
Hawaii Natural Ener Znstitute's 2978 Annual Re rt, p.26.
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CONCLUSION

In researching Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion, I have learnec, the

great possibilities this process has as an alternate energy source f' or

Hawaii. Projects such as Nini-OTEC and OTEC-1 are just scaled steps

looking toward a giant OTEC pxoject. And with the successful completion

of the e~peri mental mini-OTEC in December we have moved a step; lo ser tc

making Hawaii the Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion center of the world.
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A WAVE-POWERED GENERATOR FOR HAWAII
by llaia Zaiger, Konawaena High School

ABSTRACT

The need. for exploring all possible energy sources is

briefly discussed. The nature of the vast amounts of energy

contained in wind generated ocean waves and the interest in

usinz this energy for electric power generation is outlined..

An id.ea for a compressed.-air electric generator using the

mechanics of natural blow-holes is d.escribed and. illustrated.
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A. WAVE-POWERED GKN" lATOR FOR HAWAII

INTRODUCTION

The period from now to the end. of the century must be

one of energy transition � away from oil as the world.'s

d.ominant fuel. Not only will the d.emand. for oil exceed. the1

supply but Hawaii must import 100-4 of its energy need.s in this

form. Any political disturbance or boycott by oil producing

nations could result in the halting of d.eliveries of oil to

Hawaii. This would, result in severe hardship for our people.

Our growing need. for electric power is fast outstripping our

means of prod,ucing it, but further expansion of our current

energy sources poses a dangerous threat to the environment.

'w'e must therefore convert to alternate sources of energy as

soon as possible to become independ.ent of imported oil.

There are several promising sources of alternate energy

for Hawaii such as geothermal, ocean thermal energy conversion

 OTIC!, solar heating, and wind generators. Fvery encouragement

should be given to the research, d.evelopment and. installation

of these. Also the investigation into the potentials of wave-

po~ered. generators of electricity for Hawaii should be pursued..

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLKN

At present, OTIC seems the most promising method of

1 Paul Baelle, THe "omlng ~enere ~QHorta e, p, 4'pQ.
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generating electrical poweri but to be economically feasible,2

huge power plants costing hundreds of millions are required,. 3

Additionally, deep water, protected from storms, such as off

the Kona Coast are needed. However, there are considerable

stretches of shoreline i.n Hawaii where these conditions are

not met, for example, the rocky windward and northern coasts

exposed to the trade winds. Extracting energy from the ocean' s

surface waves has long fascinated sci.entists. The engineering

problem is being able to design economically feasible structures

for harnessing the power from the forces in the motions of waves.

Therefore, it is the thought that all of the various approaches

to tapping the ocean's energy for power generation should be

studied and considered for use in Hawa11. The sub!ect of this

paper is to briefly discuss the vast amounts of wave energy

available on the windward shores of Hawaii and to describe a

possibly feasible idea for small-scale wave generators to

harness this energy.

'gAVE ENERGY

Wind-generated wave motion on the open ocean consists

principally of an up and. down motion. ln shallow water this

motion decreases and is translated to strong to-and-fro motions.

When the force of the wind drops, the waves already in motion

2
Economic indicators. OT=C. p. 27 ~

3ReeR MillarR, Roe i,'ill Ae Meet the ~Rher y Crisis, p. 142.

Elizabeth Clemons, Wave, Tides and Currents, p. 48.
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d.ie out slowly. These troughs and. swells travel for long

d.istances, even thousand.s of mlles, until they reach shore.

This explains the almost continuous in-and.-out surge of water

on .clearly all exposed. ocean head. land.s throughout the world. 5

'de find these trade-wind, generated waves almost continually

rollinq in on the windward and. northern shores of Hawaii.

'~'hen these wind.-generated waves enter shallow water at an

angle, refraction causes the entire wave to turn toward shallow

water. The slightest irregularity in the sea floor influences
6

the path of incoming waves, focusing or converging the energy

at certain points on the shore.

If wave-powered generators were to be considered for

Hawaii, the shoreline areas generating consistently large waves

would be the sites of choice. The kinetic energy per unit

area of a wave is proportional to the square o". t:1e waves height.

;~aves vf two meters have four times the kinetic energy of one

meter waves,
8

The energy brought to bear on stationary ob]ects near the

shore by breaking waves is tremend.ous. Forces of 6,350 pound.s

per square foot have been record.ed.. The energy in only a

one meter wide front of steady, two meter high waves could

5 178-7 ~
6

7

7Tony Loftas, The Last Resource, p. 143.
B

1, ~, . 168.
9Loftas, p. 144.



supply the electrical needs of twelve homes> a one kilometer front
10could, yield. enough power for a city of 85,000 people. A large

floating rectangular structure, the size of a super tanker, is

being built to generate electricity off Britain. Each generator

will have 20 to 40 vanes over which the waves roll. Minburgh

University's Or. Stephan Salter says, "One of these 50 ~eqawatt

generators, placed every 100 miles along the eastern edae of

the Atlantic, would satisfy the electrical needs of all of

europe, cleanly, safely and. forever," 11

A CG".tPRKSSKO AIR GZNWATGH

There are numerous natural blow-holes along exposed coasts

where lava flows have entered. the ocean in iiawaii. The lava has

been erod.ed, on the und.erside by wave action until an opening in

the lava has been reached. When a wave reced.es, a consid.erable

volume of air is sucked. through the opening under the lava. When

the next wave surges shoreward., this trapped. air is compressed.,

and. it and water are hurled. to heights often to over 50 feet. As

one atmosphere in excess of normal atmospheric pressure would. be

required to lift water about 30 feet, at least three atmospheres

of pressure  or about 44 ps'! would. be need.ed. to lift water over

50 feet if friction and the d.eceleration due to gravity are con-

sidered. This is sufficient pressure to power a compressed. air

engine that could. drive an electrical generator.

10 Savtd Scott, Wave power ~Ta i~ed ~b ~Noddin Duclos, p. 16.
11 ~ry Soucie, Plu~s~in in the Ocean, p. 17.
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L'vQEND

A. Reinf orced concrete
flattened half -cone

P. One-way air replacement valve

G. One-way compressed. air
retaining valveLava sea-bottom

C. 2 m opening
 if average wave 2 m!

H. Water trap

I. Compressed air tank

J. Compressed air generator motor

K, Electric transmission lines

Height of crest ~~
and, trough eo*o eo

D. Low tide

High tide
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It would therefore seem possible that a scientifically

engineered, horizontally positioned, flattened half-cone, con-

structed of reinforced concrete and firmly anchored on a solid.

lava sea floor, would be able to trap a large volume of air for

compression by incoming waves. This air would be brought ashore

via large pipes to drive a compressed air-powered generator.

If research showed that the facility could be made storm proof,

and the cost of installation and operation during its expected

life would be less than the construction, operation and fuel

costs of a conventional plant of comparable generating capacity,

the possibility of harnessing wave energy as sn alternate energy

source would seem likely.  See Figure 1 ~ }

ZXPLAiVATION

The energy of the advancing wave is transferred to the air

inside the cone by compressing it 1nto a smaller space. The

energy is released when the air is again allowed to expand

inside the cylinders or vanes of the electric generator motor,

When the air is compressed by the advancing wave, the air

replacement valve  F! automatically closes. When the pressure

of the air in the cone exceeds the pressure inside the compressed.

air tank  I!, the compressed air retaining valve  G! opens to

admit additional high pressure air.

When the wave recedes, the pressure 2nside the cone would

fall. When it equaled. the pressure inside the tank  I}, the

retaininp valve  G! would close. ~'hen the pressure in the cone

fell below outside atmospheric pressure, the air replacement



valve  P! would, open to automatically admit more air to be

compressed. by the next advancing wave, completing the cycle,

The speed. of the generator motor  J! is regulated. by a

governor. Multiple generators could. be employed so that during

periods of low pressure, d.ue to fewer or smaller waves,

generation could. continue by cutting out some of the generators.

During periods of strong wave action or periods of low demand,,

the excess electricity generated could, be used to decompose water

to produce hydrogen fuel. This hydrogen could be sold or used

to power a conventional steam generator d.uring periods of low

wave action or period.s of peak d.emand,.

COVCLUSI ON

It is felt that large � to 2 meter! waves breaking on the

rocky, wind-exposed shores of Hawaii could. be harnessed to

provid.e substantial amounts of electric energy. Being in the

open ocean near the equator, FIawaii.'s tid.es are small. The

device could not operate if the tides were large. Since the

cone could be built to any degree of strength to withstand

occasional storms, and all parts likely to corrode would be

onshore, these problems common to surf battered coasts should

be reduced.. Knv1ronmental impact would be only visual, and. this

could be minimized by land.scaping the onshore site of' the

generating plant. Also, as high surf, rocky coasts generally

have few economic or recreational uses, the plants generating

would not remove land. for commercial or resid.ential use.

lastly, the idea is submitted, without any real knowledge of the
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engineering, economio or scientific limitations that may make

the d.evice unworkable.
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THE CONVERSION OF OCEAN WATER INTO HYDROGEN
THROUGH THE USE OF MIND POWER

by Benjamin Chun, St. Louis High SchooI

Abstract

Hawaii is dependent on imported petroleum for most of its

energy requirements. In the event of a major energy crisis, Hawaii

must be able to develop alternate energy sources. Uind energy

can be used to supply a portion of this energy need. In order

to store this wind power, a method was conceived whereby the

energy would convert the ocean water into hydrogen through elec-

trolysis. Hydrogen is an excellent fuel source and could help

fulfill Hawaii's energy demands.
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Introduction

Hawaii is dependent on imported petroleum for 92$ of its

energy requirements ~ In the event of a maj or energy crisis,

Hawaii would be in a serious dilemma, 3asoline, at the present

time, costs as much as $1.20 a gallon, This price is by no

means fixed and is sure to rise again. Hawaii desperately

needs to become self-sufficient, free from the outrageous price

of petroleum.

The problem is that Hawaii geologically is volcanic

and has no fossil fuel deposits. The only alternative is to

develop the other natural resources, Out of these resources,

wind power has the most potential. It is both clean and oper-

able in almost any weather.

A wind generator is ideal for Hawaii because of the trade

winds which produce 16+ mph winds 70$ of the time.  The study

basically deals with Oahu. ! Also Hawaii is especially suit-

able due to the abundance of water. This water can be converted

into the cleanest fuel known, hydrogen. The energy gained from

the wind generators could be used in electrolysis to break the

water apart and store the hydrogen. Water is made up of two

elements, oxygen and hydrogen. The oxygen would be given off as

a waste product. such a system could be located on Oahu at

kahuku.

1. D. Richard Neill and Patrick K. Takahashi
A Re ort on Wind Energy. A lications Network for Hawaii



Fig, i Basic System Diagram
In the diagx'am:  i! The Wind Energy turns the pro-

pellor of �! the Windmill which produces electricity.
The electricity can go to �a! a Standby Source--other
energy delivery systems or �b!an Energy Storage System
--an example is the production and storage of Hydrogen."
Eventually �! the energy is used.

2

T e of Wind S stem

The wind system envisioned for this study is a generator

using a double-bladed, 20 ft, diametex propellor. This gener-
ator assuming 70$ efficiency should produce about i0,650 watts
in a 25 mph wind.3 This is the reason for a laxge propellor.

A large propellor is designed to operate in high winds and will
not function in low winds. On the other hand, low winds do not

produce much energy. A large propellor will produce more energy.

The wind generator will be mounted on a tower, to free it

from the obstructions of trees and houses.

To make wind power a feasible source of energy, an array of

these would be needed. A single generator is fine for a house,

but it would be inadequate for large scale energy needs. These

generators would be known as a "wind farm."

'll d'.Akk'.~AR
Wind Ener A lications Network fox' Hawaii

l.dkd'.~�dkl
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A lication to the Ocean

The energy obtained from the wind could be used to produce

hydrogen gas from water pumped in from the ocean. The wind

generators for the system would be located on the coast, very

near to the ocean. A large number of wind generators would

be used to supply the energy needed to convert the water to

hydrogen.

The system starts by pumping the sea water into a sealed

container where it will be subjected to electrolysis. Elec-

trolysis is the process in which water is separated into its

two components, hydrogen and oxygen, through the use of positive

and negative electrodes. Unfortunately, this process is not

commercially practicable nor is it efficient. To make it effi-

cient, the temperature is raised to 350-400 degrees F, and the

pressure to 200 atmospheres. The efficiency increases to as

high as 95$.
4

An added benefit of this high temperature high pressure

electrolysis is that the hydrogen gas can be stored directly

in pressure tanks without a compressor. This saves both money

and time ~

This wind generator system has already been researched.

demonstrated and promoted by a group at the Oklahoma State

University. The only flaw is the loss which occurs during6

storage. Nore than half the power is consumed ir storage.

4. Hawaii University, College of Engineering, A Stud of Mind
Ener Conversion for Oahu, pg 5-4

5 E F ~ Lindsley,"Hydrogen Power",Po ular Science. March f.97'~, pe QO
6. Hawaii University, College of Engineering, A Stud of Wind

Ener Conversion for Oahu. pg 5-4
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Fig. 2 This is a

double-bladed

wind generator.

To commercial usage

Hydrogen

ige
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Process of using wind generated energY

to electrolyze sea water to produce

hydrogen. Oxygen is a waste product.



Hydrogen is an excellent fuel source for a number of reasons,

First, it is non-polluting, Hydrogen gas in combustion converts

back to pure water, leaving no harmful residue. Secondly, it is

man-made. When the natural resources, oil, coal, and natural gas

are depleted, hydrogen can still be used as an energy source.

Hydrogen is also very powerful, It packs the most energy per

pound than any other fuel currently known. Finally, hydrogen

could be used as a substitute and/or an addi. tive for many petro-

leum usages. The hydrogen gas can be combined with other organic

materials to make fuels such as methane.

A virtue of converting the wind energy into hydrogen is that

it is comparable to putting money in the bank. Mind energy comes

in spurts and could be converted into hydrogen whenever it is

available, regardless of the need at that time. 1he hydrogen

would be stored and then later piped to where it is needed or

where the demand is the greatest.
8

Hawaii is the sound place for a wind generator-hydro en

conversion system. Hawaii is the center of steady trade winds,

a constant energy source for the wind generators, and is encom-

passed by the ocean. The ocean is a key component in the deri-

vation of hydrogen.

7. Jim Pearson, Hawaii Home Zner~ Book, pg 249
8. E.P, Lindsley, "Hydrogen Power", Po ular Science, Narch 2975

pg 89
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Lo ation of the Wind G nerators

The most important element in a wind generator system is

its location. The system would require consistent winds while

being near the ocean.

On Oahu, there are several possible areas, but a wind gen-

erator situated in Kahuku shows the most potential. The average

wind velocity at Kahuku is 25 mph. The trade winds blow 90$ in
the summer and 50$ in the winter. There is a, large amount of

possible energy to be tapped at Kahuku. Kahuku is also directly

on the coast, a must for hydrogen conversion.

The other sites have been ruled out because of the lack of

accessibility by good roads  Kaena Pt, !, recreational facilities

nearby  Kawaihoa Pt.!, and the necessity of water to make the

system operable  Kolekole Pass!. There were four possib3.e sites
j;eland ~Wind Speed Rap

ph

were
ed '30 ft
-.roar.h

W816C8

9, Jim Pearson, Hawaii Home Ener Book, pg 102
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Conclusion

The energy crisis continues to loom ahead. The price of

gasoline will surely rise to $2,00 or $3.00 a gallon. Hawaii

is almost completely dependent on imported oil. Suppose this

oil supply was cut off. What would happen'? Of course there

would be gas rationing program for a while. but then what?

Hawaii must have alternate sources of energy. The poten-

tial for wind energy used to electrolyze water is there. This

system is far from a " Buck Rogers " idea. The technology is

available. Some companies presently have plans to construct

a wind turbine generator at Kahuku. The U.S. Department of

Energy is now considering a wind farm program for Kahuku

and other primary wind site areas in Hawaii. Another program

under examination is the possibilities of hydrogen generation

by wind power.

Hawaii has all the advantages, the constant trade winds

and the access to the acean. A system of wind generators pro-

ducing hydrogen could lessen Hawaii's dependency on imported

petroleum,
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